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Delle! Burchard, Dipl-lng.. Box 144 26 , Nairobi, Kenya

DIY Gain-Blocks

The division of a high -frequency cir
cuit Inlo block" whic h di"play 8

uniform "y"lem resistance 7'0 at their
inputs and ollipuis.. hal. many advan
tages. The blocks can be connected to
one another by cab les of almost any
length wilh the same syslem
resistance without any cha nge in the
charaetcrfsttcs of (he overall pattern,
Individual blocks can be replaced by
others with dirrcrent cha racter-istics
to improve specific che racterfslics of
the overall pattern, and all of the m
ca n be Individually measured In an
uncomplica ted way. usin~ measuri ng
equip ment with Ihe syslem resistance.

l.
INTROIlUCTION

Gain-blocks are usually supplied for a
system resistance of 50n and for the
amplification of UHF frequencies. Tbc

2

advantages of block assembly can also
be made usc of in any other frequency
range, and thes even Ior low frequency
with 7'0 = 6{)O'o:. carrier frequency with
Zo = 150.0: and for TV/video with Zo =
7.;0 . The observations below also per
mit the dimensioning of gain -blocks for
values of 7'0 which devia te from son, a
field which is nor covered hy commer
cially avai lable MMIC's . It is even
possible to match many characteristi cs
10 the application. within specific lim
its, such as lack of noise, freedom from

distort ion. lack of feedback and output.

2.
COMMERCIALLY AVAlLA·
ULE GAIN- ULOCKS

Fig.I shows some internal circuits.
They can be relatively simple. or even
complicated. One or more active ele
ments are present. which arc recipro-
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8. Siemens Ca y 40j V=2.8j
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b. Avantek MSA 07; V =4.7;
0.1-0.75GHz · t dB

c. SIRntlics 5205; V=8.9j
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3.
SEMI-CONIlUCTORS FOR
DIY GAIN-BLOCKS

An individual transistor with a recipro
cally coupled resistance forms a gain
block in itscll. which IlCcds flO more
peripherals than a purchased unit. I
shall try to restrict myself in what
follows to layouts using only a single
transistor. because otherwise the advan
tage over purchased equipment of hav
ing a single housing is lost and the
calculations become very complicated.

Hipolars in an emitter circuit or H~T's

in a source circuit ean be used as the
transistors. Without reciprocal coupling,
their ampli fication at low frequencies in
a system using 7..,. without laking all
higher-order terms into account, will
be:

r--- - - - ·t=:
I
I 610

>~-
22

I

rh-i
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I 100 '" '"Ie- -I i- II

! 11
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z.

2·~ ·I, ·Z.

'l"'O .J~+~ ·UT

for bipolar transistors and

(ia)

Fig.2: Circuit for measurement or 521
Vfet = - 2 . S . '4, lib)

for FET'.~.

In the equations, UT stands for the
temperature voltage (O.028V) and S for
the steepness. V is always negative,
because the amplifiers invert. With a
bipolar transistor any strung depend
ence on the collector current Ie disap
pears . The amplification calculated in
this way is the maximum available and
corresponds roughly to the scatter para
meter, S21' For many high-frequency
transis tors, you will find lists in the
data sheets from which S21 can be read
off. In all cases , you can meas ure the
scatter parameter yourself in a measure
ment circuit ; Fig.2. It stands to reason
that a gain-block will always have less
amplification than the maximum availa
ble. The reverse feedback to he at
tached will sap a good part of it, though
this is repaid by an increase in the
frequency range and an improvement in
the balancing at the input and output.

At high frequencies, the maximum
amplification available also decreases.
for a bipolar transistor, we can distin
guish several limiting frequencies:

f. with regulated base voltage, and

f~ with regulated base current.

Both apply for any load resistor , howe
ver small (here Ze,), If the load
resistance is high, then a third limi ting

c

b

a

" 10M 100M 1G
f lH z ----

Scatter parameters 521 of
some Bipolar Transistors
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frequency must be taken into consider
ation, which is calculated from the load
resistor and the output capacitance. It
depends on the collector current of the
trans istor whether f. or f~ determines
the reduction in amplification. The
transition from impressed base voltage
to impressed base current takes place at
7--0 I, = ~ UT· The input resistance
RBE of the transistor then has precisely
the value of ZOoFor RBE:

Several limiting frequencies also be
come effective with an l'ET:

f, for decrease of JdB in steepness

fe from source resistance and input
capacitance (including Millcr
capacitance)

f8 from load resistor and output
capacitance .

It is much easier to look at the S 21

curve than to calculate the limiting
frequencies. For several popular high
frequency transistors and some FET's.
these arc as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The
dotted curves in ftig.S are extra
po lations corresponding to theoretical
considerations. Solid sections of the
curve correspond to the published 821
lists. The curve for CFY 19 in Fig.4
corresponds to the published values.
The power FET curves were taken from
a circuit like Fig.Z. They serve a similar
purpose here to those for the open-loop
voltage gain of an operational
amplifier . It can be seen at a glance
how far the amplification should be
reduced to obtain a specific frequency

(2)

'-'-"--===-'-="'-"-""-------- ----(4',
range, and how much reserve amplifi
cation the circuit has in a reciprocally
linked condition. It can be seen im
mediately from Fig.3 that the BFR 90 is
the best of the three transistors shown
for all currents below 2OrnA. The
BFR 91 is more favourable only in a
narrow current range from 20 to 3OmA,
and the EFR 96 offers greater amplifi
cation only below 100 MHz at still
higher current levels. Below 45°. there
is a decrease as the frequency increases,
which indicates, as with operational
amplifiers, that reverse feedback of any
strength is possible without instability .

The high -frequency re duction in
amplification for the FJ~T's in rigA is
variable. The curve at 10 OIIz stops at
CFY 19, so no more precise in
formation can be obtained. This tran
sistor is not suitable for gain-blocks.
because it offers too little reserve
amplification.

As we shall sec later, only 12dB is lost
through the matching requirement, so
that useful amplification can be sup
plied in a son system.

The curves for U 244 and VN 10 KM
occupy almost the same space. 'I11CY
have a smooth Iff reduction. and arc
therefore suitable for reverse feedback
of any strength. But this docs not apply
to the VMP I! This is being operated
here with a power loss amounting to
12W. The 1'0-3 housing has to be
mounted on a cooling surface, with a
mica disc as an intermediate layer, for
heat extraction purposes. The resultant
capacitance of approximately 150pF
brings about a reduction of 2 degrees,
so that the transistor will oscillate if the
reverse feedback is too strong.

VHF COMMUNICATIONS 1/94
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F ig.4: Scatter paramete rs S21 of some Field Errect Transistors

The S21 curves shown naturally have
tolerances, hut they are not defined
further, even in the publ ished lists.
With the power PET's it is thoroughly
established thai the mea sured amplifi
cation is considerably smaller than tha t
given in the data sheet. This is due to
the fact that the steepness given there.
measured using current pulses at 25° C.,
falls to under a half of the rated va lue if
the crysta l temperature rises by 100° K.

It can also he seen from the curves that
the bipo lar transistor s arc good for
gain-blocks with an amplificati on of
20dB for a few tens of MHz's and for
amplifications of IOdB for a few hun
dred Ml lz' s. This is due to the fact that
the transistors shown here have fT at
5 GHz. whereas MMIC' s contain tran
sistors which are sometimes five time s
faster.

The powe r .f<ET's provide gain-blocks
which can be used above the limit of
the high-frequency range (30 MHz).

4.
CIRCUITS OF DIY GAIN·
BLOCKS

A broad-band shortwave high-level st
age as per (2) is also a gain-block. but
one with a rather compl icated internal

R' R2 R)

~,R~-

Fig.S: DIY Gain-Block circuit
without components tor
setting the operating poin t.
Components shown by dotted
lines; improvement in upper
frequency Iiml1

a. with voltage feedback
b. with combined voltage and

negative current feedback

6
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Since the amplifier inverts. V should
always be set negative. The first term
after the equals sign is always the value
for an internal amplificat ion of any
size . while the second is the correct ive
factor referred to above.

The calculation for the circuit as per
Itig.Sb can be found, for example, in
0 ). Here the transistor is operated with
an emitter resistance, R.., which lowers
its steepness. S. to S"'d'

Many power tra nsis tors with multip le
emitters already have built-in series
resistances. which arc primarily there 10

ensure that the current distribution is
more uniform. but which also cause a
reduction in steepness . They must he
taken into consideration in this cal
culation. Hi'F's. by their vel)' nature,
already have low steepness, and II

reduction through R,j is usually un
necessary . for every reduced steepness
value, there is only one quite specific
reciproca l coupling resistance, R2, and
thus also only one specific amplifi 
cation, if the matching condition is to
be fulfilled. The equations run as
follows:

(4)

s = r, I UT (6)

S"'d (7)=
U

~ 't....!.
I,

-2 . V . z.., + (I

lJT
R, = Z.- (1 - 2V) - (5)

I,

R,

(3)

circ uit. If the idea is to create
something which can compete with
MMIC's, then only very simple circuits
like those shown in Fig.5 come into
question. Circuit 5a is particularly sim
ple and the dimensions can be estim
ated. Circuit 5b gives better results in
many cases. All components involved
in the operating point setting have been
omitted in the diagram, and we have
also ignored the components shown by
dotted lines to improve behaviour at
high freq uencies. Such improvements
wou ld not be possible with purchased
gain-blocks.

Calculation bases for circuit 5a can be
found. for example. in (3 ) ,

Rut things can he made even simpler!
The transistor can he understood as
being an inverti ng operat io na l
amplifier. A vinual zero point. ( ).
form s at the base, due to the reciprocal
coup ling. R2• and the output resistance
becomes low. Preceding or succeeding
re sista nces R1 and R). with an order of
magn itud e of ' '0' match the system
resistance. I' ow, the individual tran
sistor is not as good an operational
amplifier as you might wish. Its
ampli fication reserve is rather small, irs
input resistance as per equation (2 ) is
not high, and its output resistance is not
low. The resistances, Rt to RJ, must be
corrected if we really want to obtain
the desired amplification and the
correct matching. The equations for this
arc given here, without any further
explanat ion of how they arc derived:

7
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Fig.it: Noi-.c sources in II Gai n-Rlock

Rz = S~d ' '1'(>2 = (l - V)7", (8)

S.
NOISE

( 10)=

' there is usua lly nothing in the dat a
sheet s about the sizes of RRB' MId RH: .
In GIb. tran sistors. thcy arc kept as
smal l as poss ible. in order to improve
the high-frequency behaviour. This
leads to the curious result thai man y
high-frequency transi stors generate less
noise in the low-frequency range than
specia lly provided low-noise low-fre
quency transistors. On top of that, they
are espec ia lly well suited to oscillator
circuits. if low sideband noise va lues
are required.

It ca n be demonstrated, from cal
culations and observations. that Ro
makes half-thermal noise. and so its
noise voltage is only as big as that of
an ohmic resistance of half the va lue .

thought of as two individual resistances,
'4 and the remainder. put together.
Both partial resistances make noise in a
correlated way, The fraction from the
left-hand partial resistance is amplified
in the transistor and reversed in the
phase, and thcn meets the noise fract ion
of the right-hand partial resistance at
the co llector. which brings about a
nu llificat ion . The circuit is thus suitable
for low-noise gain-blocks. Other noise
sources are indicated in Fi~ .6 . Apart
from the resistances in the circuit , RI
lind R.1, these arc the internal base feed
resistance R UB' of the transist or. the

internal emitter feed resistance REF and
the diffe rential conducting-state IX:
resistance of the BE-Diode Rn whi ch is
a lso the reciproca l value of the sleep
ness:

(9)v = I · S"',1 . '1'0

Cf Y 19 in h g..4 has S = 33mS. Its
amplification durin g matching is only
-0.65. VN 10 KM has S =: 75mS. and
under the same conditions V = -2.75.
Hipolar transistors have high steepnes s
va lues. even when the co llector current
is low. If you wish to avoid hav ing a ll

exte r na l resistance. R... became then the
emiller call he direct ly earthed. y OIl

mu st red uce the collector current uruil
the desired dCgR"1: of steepness is
obtained. The condition required for
this can be found by convening equa 
tion (6 ): Ie = S . UT.

In a DIY ga in-block. noise comes not
only from the semi-conductors hut also
from the resistances of the circuit. with.
one exceptio n: resistance Rz in Fig.Sb
does oct cont ribute to the noise. Th is
can be explained by the fact that a
virtua l zero point forms there. As
pointed out in Fig.S. it can also be

8
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From all of that. we obtain. for the
noise dimension of a gain-block with a
bipolar transistor:

F/dB =

100g(l +

(11)

A relationship as easy to monitor as this
can not he laid down for amplifiers
with reT's.

6.
DISTORTION

When collector or drain currents arc
low. both bipolar and field effect
transis to rs display an exponential
tran sfer characteri stic. i.e . a re lationship
between the output current and the
input voltage. which can be expressed
through an e-function. Bipolar tran
sistors are often used in this range. but
nor usua lly rET's. and the fanner arc
110 longer voltage-controlled when the
co llector current increases. because the
input resistance falls.

From a limit which can be calculated
using equation (2), with RaE = 7",.
current source driving, which has a
linea ris ing effect. is increasingly
present. At still higher eUTTCnt levels, B
is reduced and the characte ristic curves
in the opposite direction. Thus for many
transistors there is an optimal collector
current at which distortion values are
low even without reciprocal coupling.
This is the case. for example. for BFR
96 between 60 and 8OmA.

9
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i.c. an input voltage of 12.5mV. Whe
reas the 1M3 point always turns out to
be -7dBm. which means an input
voltage of lOOmV. Thu s 1M3 = P.1dB +
18 dB is valid all the way through. For
BFR 90/91/96 high-frequency tran
sistors. all of which have a typical
current amplific ation 8 of 50. RBE =7",
= 50.0: when I, = 28mA. If the collector
current is lower than this. then without
reverse feedback: the gain-block will
have the poinls calculated as character
ising the distortion. With reverse feed
back, they will lie higher. by the extent
Jf the amplifier reserve.

The actual input power is not given
only by the P_1<IJ1 point at the input. but
also by the modulation capabil ity at [he
output . Not all the power generated
goes into the load. A good part is
destroyed in R2. The operating current
and operati ng voltage must thus match
one another and must be selected to he
high enough for the output not to
generate distortion at the input.

The circuit as per Fig.8 certainly ap
pears similar, but operates on the
principle of Fig.Sb. The collector
current is selected in such a way that
R4 can be dispensed with. It therefore
does not contribute to the noise. The
BfR 90 generates its minimum noise at
a current level of 2mA. This circuit has
the smallest noise dimension that can
be obtained overall by this transistor in
a 50n system. The only way to improve
on it is to make the transition into a
system with a z." which corresponds 10

the optimum generator resistance for
this transistor.

Hg .9 shows a few more amplifiers.
They all provide about IOdB amp hfi
cation. bUI with widely varying output
levels. At even higher power levels.
chokes become necessary in the current
supply, as is also required for many
MMIC 's. and more components arc
needed 10 set the operating. point.

All the circuits illustrated will register a

7.
SOME PROVEN CIR CUITS

l k .is ee -,
soe tn 36 120 JO 1n son
= --I -=-"-=-~f-
VSIo' R< 1.s VSWR< lS

Fig.?: b olaHnl/: amplifier wilh V =1
and part icula r ly high Isolation

. SVI 2"'A

Fig.8: Low-noise sma ll-signal
empl ttier with V =2.5

"1n 180 1n.14dBm
50n.----lf-or':::>-f-.4f--son.
V$Io/R<1.S V$'<lR<1.s
F~ 3d6

IVH·S
S 4QO J'1J'1 l -ldS

The isolating amplifier in Fig.7 is based
on the circuit princip le from Ptg.Se.
Good reverse damping is obtained by
the virtual zero point at the hase and
the low output resistance at the col
lector. Since the amount of amplifi
cation is equal to I . the output power to
operate a pre-sca ler can he low and the
transistor also still operates very well at
a collector voltage of 0.75V, the
resulting circuit was simple. A few
readings are also given.

10
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.12VI :OmA

Fig.9: Gain-bloc ks with ap pro ximat
ely 10dB a mplification and
greatly va ry ing outputs:

a . with combined reverse
feedback, bipolar

b. with voltage feedback, bipolar
c. with power FET's

I'l l =1,8
0,1 40MHz -1dB

more or less steep reduction in amplifi 
cation as frequencies get higher. The
reduction can be compensated for by
one or more of the components shown
by dotted lines in Fig .5 (then becoming
all the steeper above). II is thus po ssi
hie. with the trans istors used here, to
construct aerial amplifiers going right
up to the top end of the televis ion hand
V (800 MHz). But that is outside the
scope of this art ic le.

Dimensioning the compensation meas
ures in Fig .5. which would generally
not he poss ible with MMIC's. is best
done em pirica lly . At hig h frequencies.
much is dependent on the location of
the component. The indu ctance in series
with R2 can simply co nsist of rathe r
10118 connecti ng wires. The parallel
capacitor at R4 is a lso dependent on
whet her the feed inductance to the
emitter p lays a role. In many app li
cations it can be convenient [ 0 usc
transistors wit h two emitter connec
tions . The capacitors lying para llel to
R l and R.l improve ma tching at high
frequencies. Their va lue will lie be
tween 10 and 33pF, if they are provided
at all.

In principle, these ampli fiers arc stab le
with any reverse feedback . However.
they often osci llate . Factors are in
volvcd whic h are not shown in the
wiring diagram - increased switch ing
capacity from base or co llector to earth.
resistances with excessive inductances
(coil ed formats) or excessive capacities
to earth. and perhaps also too long an
emitter supply line .

r

o.
10 I ,JP

;00

· 3,4VIU' 4'. 1
.l SV(VSlOKI1)

IVI = , .2
1 500MHl : 1dB
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Dr.lng. Jochen Jirmann , DB 1 NV

Intermodulation Properties of
Switching Diodes

.~-_._--- .--

" •• - ••• • Ig .?O M ~z

jour of commercially available high
frequency switching diodes was melts
ured in a second investigation. Th e
results were obtained ustng resources
which were sHU almost on an am
a teur level, and should thus no t he
put down to the "dB scales", T he
comparison between the various
diodc types is actually more impor
tant than the absolute values.

I;:':" .~ t.... ' m...- fI "", 8010A

H
j,1O O~1

,m~ ' '",,:'""''' ~ '-(r~:(r

Some attempts 10 improve the inter
modulation properties of short-wave
receivers were described in (1). 11 was
demonstrated there that the main
reason for the mod erate intcrmo
dula lion properties of many short
wave receivers should he looked for
in the usc of unsuitahle switching
diodes for the switching of the input
hand pass filters. Following numerous
enquiries, the intcrmodulation bchav-

T• • t n I

5'09"' 5G1000

IMIOi(i""'I'1P" (1 -1.
T• • , n , I
~, w l, tt -Po [j.;or d

IjMOA

OB 1NV I "'",, L;
HP Thinkj,t 1- o 5011H ,

DB1NVOO6 012

Fig.1: Measuring Rig for the measurement of the Intermoduletlon
Characteristics of Switching Diodes
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I.
THE MEASURING RIG

The previous expe riments. using an
IC765 from OM Hercher, DL8MX. had
demonstrated that the critical leve l
above which audible intcrrnodulations
arise should be 5011ght at an aer ial
vo ltage of about IOOmY. 'I11is correspo
nds to an output of -6dHm. By
definition, an Sl signal has a level of
-121dBm, so that the measuring rig
must process a dynamic range of 115dB
to detect weak 1M products. 'Ibis is just
about possib le using commercia l meas
uring technology of the most expensive
kind. In order to obta in usable resu lts
with amateur resources, meas urements
were carried out only at selected fixed

frequenc ies, and the frequency diagram
was drawn up in such a way that
harmonics from the test transmitter can
be separated from the 1M products
sought. With some filters. a measure
ment dynamic range could be usable at
about 9OJB. The measuring rig is
sketched in Fig.I.

Two test transmitters act as signal
sources, a Singer SC' 1000 and a
Hewlett -Packard R640A, the outputs of
which are combined by means of a
power adder (Mini Circui ts I'SC2-1).
The lest trausmiuer power is ImW or
OdBm. A simple low-pass filter madc of
proprietary chokes (Siemens MCC.
0.82 " H) with a limiting frequency of
15 MHz reduces the inherent intenno
dulation of the test transmitter to below
-100dBm. The low-pass filter is fol-

13
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lowed by the test diode, which is biased
with adjustab le DC . A high-pass with a
limiting frequency of 20 MIIz rel ieves
the spectrum analyser (home-made by
the author) of the strong carrier wave
signals from the test transmiucr. The
analyser was set to an average fre
quency of app . 25 MHz and 10
5 MHz/d iv.

For the measurement of total fre
quencies (second-order inrennodu
lation), the test transm itters operated at
15 and 12 MHz. The second-order
mind product at 27 MHz can thus
easily he separated from the test
transmitter harmonics at 24 and
30 Mllz.

To mea sure third-order intcrmod ulation,
the test transmitters were set to 15.5 Hz
and (. MHz and (he mixed product was
measured at 25 MHz.

To check the measuring ng. the diode
was short-circuited. foig.2 shows the
analyser screen print-out . The two test
rransmiuer signals can be recognised
(here 12 MHz and 15 MIV.), together
with their harmonic s at 24. 30. 36 and
45 MHz. TIle reference level at the top
edge of the screen was ·30d l3m here. so
that the reduction of inherent intenno
dulat ion products could be estimated at
better than 85dB. A circle marks the
position of the 1M product to be
expected.
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Fig:.4: Second-orde r Inter mod ulatton
Products plotted a~ainsl Diode
Current

2.
SECOND-ORDER INTERMO
DULATION

In this range, measuring frequencies of
12 and 15 MHz were used. 'th e diode
DC was varied from ZmA to 20rnA.
The lest diodes used were a IN414X, a
ISS53 (from an IC765). a BA379. a
BARIZ-l and a 81\244. A typica l 1M
spectrum ca n be seen in Fig.S. Here a
8A379 was operated at a low current of
2mA. The intennodulation signal can
be clearly recognised at 27 MHz, with a
level of -6OdBm between the first
harmonics of the test transmitter. The
intermodulation intervals measured for

various diodes ale plotted against the
diode OC in Fig.4. As can he seen, the
first round in the 1M contest goes to the
8A379 from Siemen s, followed by the
BAR12-1 and the 15553. The good
cut-off results from the 15553 universal
diode are surprising. But since the
diodes removed from the lC765 carried
no type description. it might perhaps be
conceivable thaI lCOM had secretly
used improved diodes here . It isn' t clea r
from the parts list. It can clearly be
seen how important a sufficiently high
level of IX~ through the diodes is, since
at current levels below lOmA the
iuterruodu lati on products increase
greatly .

3.
THIRD-ORDER INTERMO
IlULATION

In this measurement range, the test
transmitters were tuned to 6 and Is.s
MHz and the 1M product was evaluated
at 25 MHz . The diode rx: was alte red
here at only two values, 2mA and ."l mA,
and the same diodes were used as in
Sect ion 2. Fig.5 shows the inherent
interference spectrum for the measuring
rig. Ptg.c the 1M spectrum for a
IN4l48 misused as a switching diode
with a diode current of SmA . The
reference line is at -IOdBm and the 1M
interval for third -order products is
about 2OdB! Fig.7 further shows the
intermodulation intervals measured for
the various diodes. As can be seen, the
BA379 gives the best results here too,
followed by the HARI2-I, whereas the
15S53 falls off markedly .

15
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS
SO FAR

The measurement rcsuns listed es
sentially show four things:

Good, repeatable inrermcdulatio n in
terv als ca n be obtained only through
the use of "correct" PIN diodes. but
they have their price. Miniature
re lays arc even better, but more
expensive and bigger.

Universal diodes misused as high
frequency switches can yield very
good results (5553) or catastrophi
ca lly poor result s (1N4 148).
Moreover. it can not be calculated
what effect variations in the
manufacturing parameters will have

(different production lines, different
production methods).

The relatively good cut-off results
obtained in pract ise from the appara
tus fitted with tuner switching
diodes is not consistent with the
poor measurement results from the
0 1\244 .

The existing apparatus should also
be improved or re-constructed in
order to check whether sufficient
OC is flowing through the diodes.
An attem pt should he made to set a
value of about 20rnA by altering. the
protective resistors. It can be con
cluded from the results that the main
cause of intermodulat ion in
terference in short-wave amateur
receivers should be sought in the
area of the high-frequency input
switching diodes.
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But since ove r-modulated coil s with
ferr omagnetic cores can also generate
intermodu lation effects, the same meas 
uring rig was used to classify inductive
components.

5.
INT ERMODULATIONS IN
INDUCTANCES

Here both the aperiodic case (coil as
choke) and the resonance case were
investigated. In the latter case, the coil
was brought into series resonance with
a high-qua lity foil trimmer at 15 MHz
and subjected to 12 and 15 Mllz
measurement frequencies. Coils or ser
ies resonance ci rcuits were inserted into
the measu remen t circuit instead of the
diodes. The following observati ons
were made here:

With a choke effect, intennodulation
products above -II OdAm werc not
detected either for rod core micro
chokes from the Siemens MCC ra 
l1 ge or for Neosid and TOKO ready
made co ils selected at random. On ly
the "VK200" six -bore core choke
from Valvo or Philips Components,
a favourite with VHF Communi
cations readers, yie lded an 1M leve l
of between 85 and 95d Hm,
depending on the ferrit e materia l. A
rx:: level of 50mA did not influence
the readings for any choke.

In resonance mode, the Neosid and
TOKO ready-made coils, together
with some very sma ll ferri te ring
co res, came up with 1M levels of
- I00 ( 0 - J05dllm. The Siemens cho
kes stayed the co urse emazing ty
well. Thei r intermodulation could be
placed at around - I IOdBm, Some

17
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1:: In this connection. we might recall the
band-pass filters with ring core coils
publicised many years ago by VE3TP,
which were not exactly cheap to const
ruct . but on the other hand have solved
every receiver 1M problem so far. This
statement shows that. in spite of state
ments to the contrary from the industry
and from a few. probably unquali fied,
"specialists". it is possible to produce
receiver input components which can
m eet today's requirements in relation to
sensitivity and high-level signa l st
rength . Since in our hobby we don 't
need to worry about tenths of a peM y.
like industri al manufacturers. we can
obtain results which arc some orders of
magnitude better for a slightly in
cre ase d cost!

3. Chokes in the filter structure, e.g. on
the operating voltage feed. are
largely uncrit ical. as long as they do
not resonate.

2. In compact rigs. rod core chokes,
such as the Siemens MCC. can be
co nsidered as alternatives .

BARll - '

6An9

6A2U

1~SS3

. 9Q

: - 10

2l4<;678
IOrod"/mA

Fig.7: Third-order InlermodulalioD
Prod ucts plott ed against 20lA
lind SmA Diode Curre nts
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Amidon ring cores, suitable for sho
rt-wave usc and of various sizes.
were practi cally free from intcnno
dulation.

The following des ign lips can thus be
derived, some of whic h are in any case
not ne w, but which have prohahly
fallen into oblivion in Japan:

I. Input filters ef fectively resistant 10

1M can be produced only using
sufficiently large iron powder ring
cores as inductances. They offer the
best compromise between the space
require ment and the level controlla
bility ,
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The author hopes that this acco unt of
his measurements will start peopl e
thinking about experi ments of their
own, and would be pleased to receive
report s of their experiences.
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Richard A. Formato , PhD ., Kl POQ

Maximum Bandwidth
Monopole Antennas

The monopole on a ground plane is a
simple and versatile aotenna. One of
its most attractive features is the
exceptional bandwidth it is capable of
pro vid ing up to 50% of the
1I4-w8ve frequency. T his article
de scri bes how the monopole's
ba ndwidth behaves and how to
maximise it.

l.
THE BASE·FED MONOPOLE

The base-fed monopole on a ground
plane is shown schematically in Fig.t.
The radiating clement is a conducting
cylinder of height L and diameter D.
The bottom of the element is insulated
from the ground plane by a, base
insulator, and the RF source
(transmitter) is connected between the

bottom of the antenna and ground. In
theory. the source is a "delta function"
generator, which means that the base
insulator is infinitely thin. In practice,
the insulator should not be too thick.
Coaxial cable' is usually .used to feed
the antenna, with the centre conductor
connected to the monopole and the
shield to the ground plane.

The antenna's bandwidth is determined
by the "LID ratio", which is computed
by dividing the dement length. L , by its
diameter, D, in consistent units .
Dimensions specified in different units
(feet and inches. for example) must be
converted to the same unit before
calculating this ratio. The term
bandwidth (BW) means impedance
bandwidth. defined here as the range of
frequencies where the antenna's input
VSWR is 2 .5:1 or less. VSWR
thresholds other than 2.5 can be used,

19
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Flg.I: The Base-Fed Monopole on a Ground Screen

but this value is a good compromise for
antennas used for both transmitting and
receiving.

fig .2 plots the monopole VSWR
relative to 50n vs frequency for several
LID ratios. The abscissa is the ratio
FIl'" in percent. where 1'0 in MHz is
given by:

299.8/ (4L)

Note that L is in meters and F0 is the
frequency at which L is a quarter 
wavelength in free space.

For example. if L = 2.5 meters, the
free-space wavelength is:

4(2.5) = 10 meters

and the corresponding frequency F0 is:

299.8/10 = 29.98 MHz

Many rcaden will recognise this as the
Cannula:

[(MHz) = 300/wavelength(m)

with the more accurate value of 299.8
replacing 300. Note that 1'0 is not the
monopole's resonant frequency, which
is slightly lower than Fo'

Pig.z includes curves for LID ratios
ranging from 2500 to 3.125. The
narrowest nw is slightly less than 15%
of F0 and correspond.. to thc highest
LID ratio of 2500. At LID = 12.5, the
BW increases to nearly 35%. When
L/D=5, the BW reaches its maximum
value of about 50% of F0' which is very
large for a simple radiating element
without any broadbauding components.
As LID falls below 5, the BW
decreases. At L/D= 3.125. for example,
it is about 38%.

Fig.2 also reveals an interesting
distribution of bandwidth with
frequency when LID = 5. Slightly Icss

20
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1/4- Wave Monopole on Gnd P lane
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F/Fo in Percent.

The Monopole's VSWR Cberecter jsties

than 2/3 of the ava ilable BW is above
PO' and slightly more than 1/3 below it.
The lowest frequency where the VSWR
is 2.5:1 is about O.RORFo' the highest
1.11Po. and the frequency for VSWR
minimum is about 0.987Po'

These observations provide some
simple. easy to remember and usc rules
for computing maximum monopole
ban dwidth (50.1.1 c ha ra c teristic
impedance. VSWR < 25 :1):

(a) maximum BW occurs when the
rat io of monopol e lengt h 10
diameter (LID) is 5.

(b) the maximum BW is about 500/c of
the frequ ency at which th e
monopole is 1/4 -wave long.

(c) the frequency of minimum VSW R
is abo ut 1.3% leu than the
1/4-wave frequency.

(d) approximately 2!3 of the BW is
above the 1/4.wave · frequency .
and about 1/3 is below it.

(c ) the VSWR minimu m is a near -
perfect 1.009:1

As an example. a monopole 43cm long
and 8.65cm in diameter will cover the
frequency range 140.84 to 228.34 Mill
(2 and 1.25 meter bands) with a VSWR
< 2.5. Its l/4- wave frequency is
174.3 MHz.

At HF, a monopole 4.3501 long and
87cm in diamet er will cover 13.92 to
22.57 MHz (20, 17 and I j meter
bands).
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The resistance varia tion is similar for
both antennas. R is comparable at most
frequenc ies and gradually increases
with increasing frequency. but when the
frequency exceeds 120% of FO' the
behaviour changes . The input resistance
of the thin antenna increases quickly
above 1.2Fo• while the fat monopole ' s
flattens out, then starts to decrease.

OUleT frequency ran!!cs can be covered
by vary ing the radiat ing element length
and applying the rules above. Why the
monopole ' s nw behaves this way can
be understood by referring to Fig.S. The
cu rves plot the input impedance
(resistance R. reactance X) vs
frequency for LIIJ ratios of 2500
(" thin" ante nna) and .5 ("fat" antenna] .

The input
differently.
in creases

reactance behaves much
For the thin antenna , X
al mo st li nea rly with

frequency , va rying from -600
(capacitive) at O.84Fo to 1- 100(2
(inductive) at 1.I5Fo' The thin antenna
is resonant (X = 0) at only one
frequency ncar 0.96Fo' In marked
corurast. the fat monopole' s reactance
varies much more slowly over the
entire range 80% to 133% of Fo' While
it is essentia lly capacitive (-16..5 to
-.5.5 ..5.0), tbe anten na is actua lly
re so na nt at t wo fr equ enci e s ,
approximately 99.87% and 101.67% of
Po (not easily discerned in the plot).

Because the resistance and reactance,
especially X, fluctuate more for the thin
antenna, its VSWR increases more
quickly with frequency than the fat
monopole's. The gradual variation of
input reactance when LID = .5 is
pri marily responsible for the rat
antenna's large impedance bandwidth .
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Another consideration in build ing any
kind of monopole is the size of the
ground plane. Theoretica lly. it should
extend indefinitely in all di rect ions ;
hut . as a practical matter. a circ ular
gro und plane of a few wavelengths
radius usually works wel l. Just as the
cyl indrical rad iating clement shou ld be
a conti nuous conducting meta ll ic
surface . the grou nd plan e should also be
continuous, hut in ma ny cases this is
not practical. Ground planes of wire
mesh or radia l wires are frequently
us ed. a nd th ey provide good
performance if properly constructed.
Mesh ope nings should be a small
fraction of a wavelength, typically
liS -wa ve or less . If radia ls are used, a
la rge numher is required. at least 16.
preferably more.

The predicted monopole bandwidth
performance has been verified
experimentally. with theoretical and
measured da ta sho wing excellent
agree me nt. typically within 5%.

Building fat monopoles at HF may
require special construction techniques
because the element diam eter is large .
Instead of a continuous conducting
cylinder as the radiator (a former
covered by metal foil, for example), an
acceptable. easy-to-build alternative
consists of wires parallel to the cylinder
a xis equally spaced aro und its
circumference. This configuration is
sometimes referred to as a "cage
monopole", apparently because of the
resembla nce to a bird cage. The greater
the number of wires, the better the
approx ima t ion t o a continuous
conductor. As a rule-of-thumb, at least
8 wires should be used.

'-'-"--===-"="'-"-"'------ --- - - - - (~

The measured BW for a 476 MHz
antenna was actually somewhat greater
tha n predicted. Of course, actual and
computed performance will not agree
well if modelling assumptions are
violated. For example. if the ground
plane is 10 0 small , or if continuous
metalli c su rra ce.s a rc poorly
approximated by wire structures, then
the agreement between measured and
theoret ica l data will be deg raded.

Another potentia! source of error is
making measurements through a long
coaxial c a b le . Resist ive losses
artific ially reduce the VSWR and
increase the bandwidth at the cabl e
input by dissipating some of the
reflected power in an unmatched
system. The VSWR reference point in
this arrete is the monopole input . so tha t
only data measured at the monopole' s
base call be compared directly .

These simple design rules should
encourage expe r imen ta tio n with
broadband mon opoles throughout the
amateur bands. Multiband or single
band antennas are eas y to design and
build. and can be fed directly with 50n
coax without an antenna tuner or
matching network. Thi s article also
emphasises the importance of the I,iD
ratio in determining the bandwidth of
wire radiators ge nerally . Similar
considerations apply to oth er wire
antennas. such as dipoles. parasitic
arrays like Yagts . or active arrays. Even
though the monopole des ign rules are
not directly applicable. pay ing attention
to LID should be a design consideration
for any wire antenna. because selecting
the rig ht value may result in
significantly improved bandwidth .

VHFCOMMUNICATIONS1/94
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Dipl .-Ing. (Fll) Klaus-Peter Malle r

Lightning and Overvoltage
Protection for Radio Equipment

Overvoltagcs cau sed by switching
processes, atmospheric discharges
a nd elecl rosl a lic discharges arc
•unongst the rnust frequent Cll US($ of
failures of highly sensitive electrical
insta llations (which also incl ude
professional and ama teur radio lnst
allatlons).

This danger can be forestalle d by
means of special protective measures
and the purposeful usc of ovcrvotr agc
protection equipment.

I.
MAIN STRUCTURE OF A
RAOIO INSTALLATIO N

aeria l tower (Fig.2). It is unimport ant
what kind of aeria ls are mounted on the
aeria l lower and how many there arc .

2.
EARTHING OF A:"I AER IAL
I:"ISTAI,IAT ION

DIN VDE 0855. Pan I /1. 2/ requires
the aerial support struc ture to be con
nectcd to the earthing installation thr
ough an earthing line made of copper ,
with a 16mm 2 cross-section (l-ig .J ).
This measure is exclusively an earthing
measure and offers no protection to
people or property against the effects of
lightning.

Every radio installation consis ts of the
radio equipment, perhaps connected up
to a control unit (CPU) for rotator
control. power amplifie rs and/or recep
tion ampl ifiers. and the actual aerial
installation. We make a distinc tion here
between the aerial tower on the roof of
a building (Fig.I ) and a free-standing

24

2.1. Eart hing an aerial installation on
a bu ilding

Should the aerial installation be on a
building with no external lightning
protection, it is advantageous to lead
the earth connection away from the
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Fig.2: Li l>!htnin~ Prot ecuon for a Transmuter/g ecelver Installallon and
Ground-Mounted Aerial Tower
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aeria l support structure over the roof
and the external wall. and 10 connect it
at ground level to an earthing rod
(minimum length, 1.5m). a strip earth
connection (minimum length 3m) or. if
available. the lead-through terminal lug
of the foundation earth connection.

Should externa l lightning protection be
present on the building. in accordance
with DIN VDE 0185 (3). then the aerial
support structure should be connected
to the existing interceptor equipment I
lightning conductor by the shortest
path. The normal xmm diameter lightn
ing conductor wires. made of steel.
copper or aluminium. are to be used as
a cross-section.

26

2.2. Ea rthing the aer ial with a
free-standing aer ial lower

There are aerial tower masts made of
wood. steel (tubular or latticework) and
reinforced steel. As a rule. it can be
assumed that the tip of the mast is filled
with a metal aeria l tower unit construc
tion. This Cartowerit construction sim
ultaneously acts as an interceptor
device for lightning, and must be
connected to the earthing insta llation
through a lightning conductor. In the
case of a steel mast, the conductor is
superfluous. bUI a connection with the
earthing installation should be provided
at the base of the mast. If aerial lowers
made of fibreglass-rcinforced plastic
(J-'RP) are used, a lightning conductor
should be laid parallel to the rRP mast
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3.
PROTECTION CONCEPT

from the aeria l tower to the earthing
insta llation. in order ( 0 discharge the
lightning component current from the
coaxia l screen.

f or aerial insta llations mounted so thai

they can rotate, the aeria l rotator should
be flexibly bridged. Make sure that the
rotary movement is not impaired
mecha nically.

£" . ,.. l
L' . h'ot. ,
" o • • e • • u

Even i f the aeria l insta llat ion is earthed
accord ing 10 the guidelines. there is no
protection again..t ovcrvoltagcs in the
case of a direct lightning strike or a
ncar miss. The rapidly changing mag
netic field of the lightning current
induces overvoltages in all conductor
loops. Such loops arise, for example,
from the interaction of the aerial
earthing circuit, the aerial feed. the
rotator control and the mains circuit.

h .... . r k,

" -------- ------ - - - - - - - - -- -~,
: ..II. ...

ii\ /l/
("'b~-El.1p l

:1'\,,,,,
,
,,,,,,,
I h .... o .k

a

FIJt.4:
Loop For mation
using Separated
Networks
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f Fig.S:
Dehnventil type va A
280/44.pole
Lightning Conductor

Fig.6: Type VM280FM Module
Width Surge Dtverter, with
Telecomms Contact

Fig.7: Type LD KT Blitzductor, for
Rotator Control Circuit
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of The protective conductor of the
network (PE) must be connected to
the equi potentia l bus har or the
ea rthing installati on in accordance
with DIN VOE 0100 and DIN VDE
080n, Part 2 /4. 5/.

As we look outwards from a radio set.
the aeria l and network connections lie
at the end (If an open induction loop.
which can occupy an area of many
square metres (Fi~.4). Should there he a
direct strike. or even a lightning strike
close hy, overvolta gcs of several tells of
thousands of volts. or some hundreds of
thousands of volts. arc induced in these
loops. leading to the destruction of the
radio equipment and/or the ancillary
equipment.

The protection concept which protects
radio equipment even if the aerial is
directly hit by lightning provides the
following measures (Figs. 1 and 2).

* Tbe support structure of the roof ae
ria l or, on a free-standing aerial
tower. the metallic latticework con-

•

struction. must he connected to the
equipotential bus har or the earthing
installat ion by a connec tion which
can carry a lightn ing current. It.
16mmZ copper cross-section is to he
used .

Ovcrv oltage protection devices are
used (6) which connect the weak
current and mains networks tran
siently in the event of a parasit ic
coupling (protection bypass). and
also provide a brief connection to
the ea rthing insta llation.
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The rise io the radio installation voltage
as a conseq uence of a coupled-in
lightning cu rren t can basically not be
pre ve nt ed . but e xc e ssively high
potential differences can be avoided by
th e purposefu l use of pro tec tive
devices.

T he foll owing protec tive devices can be
used here:

Use a lightning conductor at the
point where the mains ci rcuit en ters
the building. or in the distribut ion of
the power engi neering network (c.g.
Dchnv cnti l. VGA 280) ~ FiI!-.5 (7)

Surge divcrtcr inserted direc tly into
the network feed before the radio
installation to be protected (e .g. VM
280 protector NSM or even S pro
lect or) • Pil!.6 (7)

Overv oltagc pro tective device. in
se rted directl y into the rotator con 
tro t circ uit be fore the control unit
(C PU) (c.g. Hlitzdu ctor K'O - Fig.7
(7)

Overvo uagc pro tective device in
serted directly into the coaxia l ci r
cuit on rad io equipment (e.g . LPN.
LP U. LPR or OGK) (7)

' th e choice here depends 011 the
correspo nd ing connec tion standa rd.
type BNC. N or UHF (FigJI). The
protect ive devices can be remere
pow ered to some extent .

Should the distance between the ra
dio equipment and the free-stand ing
aeria l insta llation be rather large.
add itiona l protective devices should
also be inserted into the circuits 011
the free-st and ing aerial carrier.
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4.
SUM:\IARY

The lightning and overvoltage protec 
tion concept presented here makes it
possible to prote ct radi o installa tions
effectively. even from direct lightning
strikes. distant lightn ing strikes and
electroma gnet ically coupled-in overvo
ltages.
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Marja: vidmar , 55 3MV tex YU 3 UMV. IT 3 MV)

A DIY Receiver for GPS and
GLONASS Satellites

Part-l

I.
I\ACK G RO U;\1l IN
FOR ~IATIO;\ 0:'0 (;PS xxn
GLO-';ASS

Next to the amateur radio satel lites, the
most irucresting sate lfncs arc weather
satel lites . Rad io amateurs have already
succeeded in build ing equipment to
receive Images from all blown ....eethcr
satellites and for all transmi ssion stan
dards in use, and it was also radio
amateurs who .....ere the first to receive
TV satel lite signals. using particularly
small aeria ls. MJmC lime before these
became mass-produced articl es.

It is already more than ;\0 years since
the first navi gation sate llites were
lau nched into the cos mos. But it is only
in the last few years that satellite
nav igation and posi tioning have

become really popular. with the i ll '
troduction of more reliable. more: accur
ate and more user -friend ly systems.
s uc h as th e Ame r ica n G lo ba l
Pos itioning System « iPS) and the
Rue..ian GLObal NAvi~ation Satellite
System (GLO:"lASS) .

Eac h "y,"cm will evcntuall y replace a
whole ran!!e of ground-..upported nav
igaricnal aids. As a useful by-prod uct.
they give anyone with the right equi p
ment a very preci se lime base (l OOns )
and a very accurate frequency (10 12),

Ongtna uy both systems. UPS and
GI.O;'>lASS, were designed for military
purposes. Bur since then there have
been considerably more civilian than
mi litary users .

G PS navigati on receiv ers (soon to be
jo ined by combined GPS/G LONASS
receivers ) can be manufact ured 10 be as
handy, user -friendly and favourably
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2.1. Ra d io navigation background

Like all areas of electronics and radi o
eng ine e ring, rad io nav igation I S

developing very fast.

The basis on which a ll rad io naviga tion
systems operate is that exte nsive
resea rch has been done into the prop
aga tion mecha nisms of radio wave s,
and that the propa gation speed of radio
waves is normal ly c lose to the speed of
light in free space. Systems working.
with radio waves normally have a
sufficiently extens ive range to make it
meaningful to lise them for detennining
locations. speeds and positio ns.

In the end, all measurements involving
radio waves, whether we 're talk ing
about position finding, and therefore
direct ional search, measuring running
time, phase measurement or the meas
urement of the Doppler frequency shift,
can he carried out - on the user 's side.
al least - using simp le and reasonably
priced technical aids .

Ea rlier radio navigat ion systems made
use of the directional effect of the
receiver aerial, the transmitter aerial , or
both. In both kinds of system, the main
cause of measurement errors was the
lack of precision in the alignment
characteristic of the aerial. Since the
measured variable consists of an angle ,
the positional erro r increases linearly
with the distance of the USCT from the
position of the navigationa l reference.
These systems arc therefore very much

2.
n ESCRIPTION OF GPS &
GLONASS SYSTEMS

Finally. this system C,HI also he of usc
in the positioning. and alignment of
high -gain microwave aerials.

Th is article will be split into several
part s: I sha ll begin by describing the
.sate llites themselves and their radio
signals. Next will come II description of
the way II (I PS or OLONASS receiver
works . This will he followed by assem 
bly instruction s for a DIY GPS or
GLONASS rec eiver. together with an
explanation of the operationa l software.

These receivers can be built in two
versions - as independent portable re
cei vers with a small keyboard and a
liquid crys tal display screen. or as
add-ons with plug-in modules for the
DSP computer ( I) (2).

priced as modem portab le radio sets.

These pieces of equipment can measure
thei r three-d imensiona l position with an
accuracy of app. 50 met res at any point
on the Earth's surface . So these sets aTC

of interest. not only to leisure-time
pilots, lorry dri vers or mountaineers.
but to radio amateurs too!

Apart from the c hallenge o f building
your own satellite receiver. radio am
ateurs can also put (I PS and GLONI\SS
signals to other uses. Probably the
simplest applicat ion for a <irs or
GLONASS receiver is 10 usc it as a
high-precis ion frequency source. Exact
liming and synchro nisation can be used.
for example. for modem transmission
techniques. or for precise experiments
concerning the propagation path and
the propagation mechanisms of radio
waves.

(~--------========
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Flg .I: The Principle of Hyperbolic Navigation

limited with regard to their capability
of usc - in their range or precis ion. so
to speak. They are. of course . out
standing ly suitable for one application 
getting the user to a specific point. for
example guiding an aircraft onto the
runway by means of an instrument
landing system (ILS).

Time and frequency are definitely the
physical variables which can he meas 
ured with the greates t accuracy. If the
propagation speed and propagation con
ditions of specific radio waves are
known, the distance can be calcu lated
in the simplest way by measuring the

running time. The abso lute precision of
such distance measure ments just docs
not depend on the order of magnitude
of the distance to be measured. irres p
ective of the uncertainties of the prop
agation speed of the radio waves used
on this path.

Por this reason, all high-precision radio
navigation systems which arc suitab le
for long distances are based on meas 
urements of running time or path
difference and/or on the derivatives of
these variables in relation to time. also
known as the Doppler frequency shift.
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The simplest way \0 determine the
distance LO a known locat ion is to
install a converter there. transmi t a
signal and measure the runn ing lime
until the response signe t is received.
Although systems of this kind are
indeed in usc (c .g. D!\.1E for civi l
aircraft), they do have their limitations.
smcc eac h user has 10 have a
transmitter as well as a receiver.

In the civilia n sector. this system has
the addit ional disadvantage that the
equipment has to be licensed , and the
military try and avoid transmission as
much as possible. so as not to give
away their position. which must be kept
secret. But the higgt'st handicap is that
only a limited number of people can
usc this system. for the simple reason
that they ca n only use it one at a time.

As regards the user side. we could do
without the transmission equipment if
we could usc some other means 10
achieve and main ta in the synchron
isation of lite two sides.

For example. both sides. the user and
the nav igation transmitter, could be
equ ipped with high-precision time stan
dards. e.g. an atomic clock . The user
would merely have to synchronise his
or her clock at a known location. and
then lake this clock to the unknown
location as an aid 10 measuring the
running time.

Hut since atomic c locks are a little
clumsy and expens ive. we need 10 find
a considerab ly simpler sotuuon, which
needs nothing bUI a receiver.

Such a system must co nsist of a whole
series of synchronised transmitters. as
shown in Fig.l .

However. since the preci se time is not
known on the receiver side, we can not
measure either the delays or the d ist
ances dl , d2. dj, etc. to Ihe transmit ters
TX t . TX2. TX3 . etc . directly. We ca n
measure only the varying arri val limes
of the different transmission signa ls.
These lime differences directly corres
pond to the differences in distance.

TIle multi tude of points for a give n
distance difference for two preset points
produce a hyperbola (loo ked at in two
dimensions) or a hyperbolo id (loo ked at
in three dimensions). Here the two
transmitters arc in the foci of the
hyperbo la (or the hyperboloid).

l-or two-dimensiona l navigati on (10

cation-findi ng), signals mu st he re
ceived from at least three ..ynchroniscd
transmitters. ....or exa mple. the hype r
bola dl • d2 = const. 12 can be plotte d
directly on a map from the d ifference in
the running times measured for TX I
and TX2. The hyperbo la d2 - d3 =
c on s t . 23 can b e plott e d
correspondingly on the map from the
difference in the running times mea s
ured for TX2 and TXJ. The intersection
point of the two hyperbo las is the
unknown locat ion of the user!

For three-dimensional nav igat ion .
signals must he received from at least
four synchronised transmitters . Th e
three differen t runnin g time differences
then give three hyperbolo ids. The
surface.. of two hypcrboloids intersect
in a curved line. which intersects with
the surface of the third hyperboloid al a
single point. Th is correspond s 10 the
three -dimen sional position of the user.
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Should even more transmitters be
availab le, we can sed : out the three or
four transmitters which give hyperbolas
(hyperboloids) which intersect a lmost at
right angles. The remaining transmitters
can then be brought in to check for
possible errors or ambiguous solutions,
since curved lines and surfaces can
produce more than one point of irucrse
etten.

Hyperbolic naviga tion systems were
originally structured as ground-sup
ported systems in the medium and
long-wave ranges. e.g . Loran. Decca or
Omega. Rut since these systems ope rate
from the ground upwards. no three
dimensional position-finding can be
carried out - only a reliable determi 
nation of geographical latitude and
longitude. For it to be possible to
mea sure th e heigh t as well , a
transmitter must he as far above or
below the receiver as possible. or at
least outside the horizontal plane of the
user.

Radio navigation systems insta lled on
the ground use relatively low fre
quencies of the radio spectrum to obtain
as wide a range as possible. and
simultaneously to avoid undefined
propagation through space waves. For
example, Omega uses a frequency ra
nge between 10 and 14 kHz, and thus,
using only eight transmitters, covers the
entire surface of the Earth!

Longwave navigation systems were
devel oped at a time when digita l
computers were not easily available.
And navigation on two planes, using
transmitters at fixed locations, requires
only a minimum of calculation from the
user, Moreover. the multip licity of

,""-'= ="'-"""'--"''''--------- - --'f'.- \ ..
hyperbolas for each transm itter pair.
including the necessary corrections for
propagation anomalies. ca n be plotted
directly for use on corresponding maps.

One of the first applications (or artifi
cia l satellites was radio navigation.
Naturally, for their pan , artificial satel
lites needed rad io naviga tion 100. in
order to estimate the power of the
carrier rockets and determine the satel
lite ' s final orbit. Moreover. space is an
idea l locatio n for na vi ga ti o nal
transmitters . firstly. an enor mous range
is available for VHF and for the higher
frequencies. and secondly the prop
agation of the radio waves is calc ulable
and the influence of the continuously
chang ing ionosphere is insignificant.
fi nally. the locations of the navigation
transmitters in space ca n he selected in
such a way that three-dimensional
position-finding is possible all over the
world.

Since originally satellites could he used
only in ncar-Earth orbits. the first
navigation satellites . such as the Amen
can Transit satel lites or their Sov iet
counterpart, Cicada. were launched irao
low Polar orbits (abo ut 1.000 km. up).
Since a satellite in a near-Earth orbit
travels a long its path very quickly. even
a single satellite can be made use of for
position-finding. The accuracy of a
quartz watch is sufficient to measure
the few minutes required by a satellite
for an overflight. The change in the
sate llite 's position roughly corresponds
to a quantity of transmitters at various
points along its night path.

In practise, we measure the Doppler
shifl of the satellite signal for a certain
time and then use the satellite path data
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to calculate our own unknown position.
Although only a single satellite is
needed to determine a position. these
systems usually consist of from six
satellites (Transit) up to twelve, in
order to cover the surface - after all, a
satellite in a low orbit is visible from
the Earth' s surface only for a certain
period of lime. And since the
ionosphere has a certain influence on

radio waves in the VHf and UH~

ranges, both systems - the American
and the Soviet satellites - operate on
two frequencies. at 150 MHz and at
400 MIll.. The actual frequencies arc in
the exact ratio 3/8 and the transmiucrs
arc kepi phase-synchronised, so that the
influence of the ionosphere can be

balanced out.



The zero point of the co-ordination
system nonnall y lies in the centre or
the Earth. The 7. axis corresponds to the
rotational axis of the Eart h. and points
to the North. '1l1C X and Y axes arc in
the plane or the Equator. with the 7.
axis pointing in the direction of the
Greenwich meridian, whil st the Y axis
is orientated in such a way that a
right-handed orthogonal co-ordinate
system is produced

Naturally it is also possihle to convert
the data into a more popular co
ordinate system. c.g . into degrees of
latitude and longitude. plus hcif.ht
above sea level (height above surface
or an ellipsoid). These conversion pro
cedures are always based on the final
result. since most or the calculations
required for position-delennining in
navigation receivers can be carried out
considerably more easily in a Cartesian
co-ordinate system.

Finally. we should not leave out or our
reckoning the fact that there are various
co-ordinate systems in use with the
same basie definition . Meanwhile. SNSs
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The most serious disadvantage of nav
igation satellites in low orbit is the fact
that we have to wait for a satellite: to
fly over, and we then need several
minutes for the measurement. Finally.
ou r own speed and course must be
known precisely. so that they can be
taken into account in determining our
position. Several sate llites are needed
for a position 10 be determined very
rapidly. U at least four satellites are
visible at various points in the sky . our
own location call he dete rmined im
mediately a.. regards longitude. latitude
and height. without having to wait Ior
the satellites 10 move through the ~ L:y.

To keep the number of satellites re
quired as low as possible. they must be
put into higher orbits. The American
GPS satelli te navigation system and the
Soviet GLONASS system arc intended
eventually to cover the entire surface or
the Earth. each having 24 sate llites.
including reserve satellites in space.
AI least four of the satel lites from
either system should be visible any
where on Earth. distributed over the sl y
in such a way as to make three
dimellSionalnavigation possible.

Nor should we forget the enormous
amount or calculations required to carry
out three-dimensional position-finding
using satellites. The fact that the satcl
lite's position is constantly changing
means a computer must be used.

Perhaps this explains why satellite
navigation is only now becoming pop
ular. Suitable satellites have indeed
been available for thirty years - but
reasonably priced computers have not.

VHF COMMUNICATIONS 1/94~~~"=~~~---------(~
2.2. Eq uations Ior sate llite nevlgatlon

In order to understand satellite nav 
igation systems (SNSs). we: must first
look at the mathematical background to
satellite navigation. First we must
define a co-o rdination system . Most
satellite navigation systems operate by
means of a right-handed Cartesia n co 
ordinate system. like the one shown in
fig.2. The co-ordinate system is rigidly
connected to the Earth and is thus a
rotating co-ordinate system. and thus
deviates hom the inertia co -ordinate
system for Kepler elements used for
most satellites.
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have improved the absolute positioning
accuracy until it is now within one
metre. as a result of which the small
discrepancies in the different local
geographical co-ordinate systems be
come noticeab le. Thus GPS uses the
WGS·84 co -ordi nate system and
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GI.ONASS u se s SGS -S5 . The
differences between the two systems
add up to a difference in position of
about to m. in the East-West direction
and (he same in the North-South direc
lion for the author' s location in Central
Europe.



Apart from the visibi lity problem, the
navigation equations impose additional
restrict ions and requirements on the
orbital paths of the naviga tion satellites.
The accuracy with which the loca tion

2. If the user' s speed vector is known,
or if the user' s speed is ' .CTO (in
stationary operation), then the lo
cation can be determined using three
independent equations for calculat
ing the Doppler frequency shift.

3. Various combinations of the equa
lions for running time difference and
Doppler frequency shifts are possi
ble.

1. If the localion is a lready known
from the equations for calculating
the running time difference, the
user' s speed vec tor ca n he
determined using three independent
equat ions to calculate the Doppler
frequency shift.

If we use a vector representation.
navigational equations can be expressed
much more simply. Using a three
dime nsional Cartesian co-ordinate sys
tem, it can easil y be understood that an
individual vector describes three in
dependent variables.

Th e nav iga ti ona l equ at io n for
differences in running time consists
merely of tbc area vectors which give
the positions of the transmit ters [satcl
lites) and the receivers (users). The
differences between users and satellites
are calculated as absolute values from
the area vector differences. On the
other side of the equatio n stands the
difference in running time measured,
multiplied by the speed of propagation
of radio waves (c).

If the user' s location is unknown, which
means the area vector is too, three
variab les of the scale are missing, and
three independent runn in g t ime
difference equations have to be solved
to ca lcu late them. AI least four
transmitters (and thus four visible sate l
lites) arc needed \0 solve these three
equations. The absolute value of a
vector is a non-linear function, which is
determined by ca lculating ..quares and
roots. These equations are thus solved,
either by numerical iteration or ana lyti
cally (3).

I\. navigation equation for calculating
the Doppler shift d ifferential contains
both area vectors and speed vectors.
The speed differential for the Doppler
frequency shift must be calculated first,
so that the project ion of the speed
differentia l vector onto the direction of
prcpagauon of the radio waves can then
be calculated. Vector projections are
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calculated by determining the scalar
product of two vectors .

On the other side of the equation. we
have the Doppler frequency shift as a
dependent variable. the absolute va lue
of which is obtained by dividing by the
carrier frequency ro' The relative fre
quency diffe rential can then he coo
vencd into speed values by multiplying
the variable by the speed of prop-
agation (c).

The Doppler frequency shift navigation
equations contain both the positiona l
vector and the speed vector of the user.
Th is can mean up 10 six unknown
sca lars. Rut since we normally do not
have six independent equations. the
foll owing rou te can he taken:
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or speed is finally determined depends
on the construction of the equation
system .

If the equation system is badly selected,
every measuremen t error appears en
larged even in the final result. In terms
of geometry. a badly selected equation
system is tantamount to having intcrsc
ctions of lines and surfaces at very
shallow ang les.

The impairment of accuracy due to an
unsuitable equat ion system is referred
to 3." UDOP (geomet rical dilution of
precision). Naturally . satellite orbits
mu st be se lected in such a way that the
GooP is as smal l as possible for the
biggest possible number of users. Hut
since we arc dealing with non-linear
equations. the GlX)P alieni with the
location of the user. Users must theref
ore select four satellites which arc
favourable for them. It is certainly
abso lutely possible that several satel
lites will be "visible", possibly even a!
a rather high elevation. which also
increases the GOO P.

The most remarkable case of a large
GDOP when running time difference
equa tions arc used occurs when two
navigation satellites arc close to each
other in the sky. A more common case
is when all four satellites arc in almost
the same plane. For the same reason, a
geos tationary orbit is also unfavourable
for navigation satellites. A further
disadvantage would seem 10 be the low
relative speed of the satellite. since the

equations for calculating the Doppler
frequency shifts are not designed for
cases where the positional vector is
multiplied hy very small numbers.

2,3. The GPS & Gl,ONASS s.alellile
systems

UPS and GI.ONASS are the first satel
lite systems which require the simult 
aneous operation of severa l satellites.
Other systems are already operating
with one satellite, and each one impro
ves the system further .

In the GPS and GLONASS systems. the
satellites have to he sync hro nised and
can in all cases operate only in sds of
81 least four salellites visible to the
user. The requirements for a low GIXW
should not be forgotten here .

UPS and GLONASS satellites have
been put into similar orbits. Fig.3
compares the orbits of (iPS and
(; I,ONASS satellites with other known
satellite orbits, such as the geostation
ary or near-Eart h contra-rotating Sun
synchronised orbits.

(iPS and GLONASS satellites have
circular orbits, with an inclination of 55
- 65 degrees and an orbital period in the
order of 12 hours. which corresponds to
8 height of app. 20,000 km. (about I Ih
Earth diameters).

(To he conlinul"d)
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Eugen Berberich, DL 8 ZX

Suppression of Interference to
70cm ATV by using a
Highly Selective Notch Filter

In the 70cm band, ATV operation is
scarcely possjhlc any longer without
interference from other stations.
Sources of radio noise with fixed

frequencies can be tuned out in lhe
intermed iate frequency stag es using
hi~hly selective notch filters.
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1.
INTRODUCTION

With the 70cm band covered with
transmissions. interference-free ATV
operation is scarcely possible in built 
up areas. Interference from packet radio
and relay stations operating in the AT V
range is unav oidable (Fig .1).

Thes e interfering carriers can not be
tuned out directly on the UHF fre
quency! if we presuppose an input
section which can resist saturation, such
as frequency-stable oscillators, then the
anno ying moi re effect and the blocking
up of the TV rece iver can be sup
pressed in the intermediate-frequency
stages using act ive notch fillers and
passive crystal stop filters,

The removal of frequency fraction s in
the intermediate frequ ency stages nat ur
ally reaches its limit s when the in-

VHF COMMUNICATIONS 1/94

terference frequencies fall in the image,
sound, or colour carrier range. The
effectiv e suppression of unwa nted
signals is directly dependent on the
notch depth and notch width of the
filter. Narrow-band signals without
modulation can be efficiently filte red
out using crystal notch filters of the
type described below. For modulated
signals, these filters are too narrow , and
band filter formats arc required.

Particularly persistent sources of radio
noise arc, for example, packet radio
stations, since these arc frequently very
widely modulated (TIl.., signals without
low pass filtering of the modulation
input of the transmitter).

Th e immediate cause of the develop
menl work described here is, indeed,
such a station. It was, in fact, Ihe
DBOJ\BH digipcarcr , which was only
about 300m away from my QTH
(Fig.2).
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DL 8 ZX FIR_"
IF posit ion of
Jamm ing Transmttter

Th e hir-II fie ld strength o f th i.~ stat ion al
my QTIl pUI a MOp 10 any kind of A'IV
activities in tbe 70cm band. FM relay
stati ons , by contras t. co uld be
efficient ly suppressed using a cry sta l
stop filler with a hand filter curve Conn.
due to their lo w field strength and Ihe
fact thai Ihey were modu lated wnbin a
narrower band. Interference by ISM
equipment at 413.92 MHz can be
damped by about I OlIO. even using the
inte rmediate frequenc y filler (fig.3) .

As already ment ioned above . stable
oscilla tion.. are a prec ond uio n for the
usc of the notch filters described . 'Ibis
applies 10 the TV receiver (TV·RXI as
well as 10 the "ja mming transmitter".

II was for this reaso n also thaI conver
ter operation was not selected. Instead,
there is direct convers ion 10 the usua l
T V inter mediate frequency u s i ll~ a
crys tal osci llator, so that fewer osci l
lators are invo lved .

,--- ---- ---r-- · l1v

.,()~ m • "r "~,~

'"
Al~ _ nO ~11 1~ "", ,-.:1 _",

DL 8 ZX

FI2.4:
Clre ui! Dia gr am of
a n extendable
Conver ter Osc illato r
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Since now every oscillator is subjected
10 frequency oscillations. including
from the "jamming transm itter". the
conven er oscillator was made with a
varia tion range of ± to kH7_ (Fig.4);
this makes optim um levelling possible .

If several unwanted signals are present
at the location, you have to insist 0 11 the
operator's keeping 10 as precise a
frequency for the source of radio noise
as possible. since the crystal notch
locations can only be moved joint ly
th rou gh the converte r oscillator.

The quali ty of TV transmission is not
infl uenced by the slight frequency disp

lacement.

2.
THE CIIl.CUIT DESIGN

Co upling the intermedia te frequency
signal into a normal TV·RX requ ires a
mod ification in the inte rmed iate fre
quency section of the TV receiver. The

VHF COMMUNICATIONS1/94

basic requi rement app lying is that the
TV chassis must be free of mains
potentia l (isolation transformer or TV
with appropriate switch-mode power
pack).

If this requirement is mel. a 75n
intermediate frequency input can be
created. The driver amplifier of an
Ol-<W filter is suitable for this. As a
rule, it consists of a broad-band, stabi
lised feedback transistor amp lifier
(previously there was very little selcc
lion available), the input for which has
bee n established al 750: by negative
feedback (Fig.:') .

It is possible 10 switch between the two
signal sources. the TV tuner and Ihe
A'IV signal. using a suitable high
frequency relay. When the relay is at
rest, the TV RX operate s normally . The
turn-on voltage goes from the A.TV
converter along the coax cable to the
relay, through a high-Irequency /Dcl
shunt. This switches on the ATV input
as soon as the convert er is switched on
(H g.5).

'"
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FI~.6 : Nnlc h Fi lte r with 2 Crystals, wir ed downst ream fro m the Receive Mixer

3.
VARIOUS :-;OTCH FILTERS

Three different types of filter are
described below. two of whieh are
capable of tuning out most interference
from a strong. wide source of radio
noise • in the author' s case. the PR
digipcatcr referred to above.

3.1. Filter "A"

This crystal stop filter can be relatively
simply huilt into any ATV tuner. even
on converter levels (hand- l ). Standard
tuner outputs (mixer stages ) a rc
matched to the imcrmcdiate-frequeney
amplifier using LC matching clements.

Previously, in my DIY converter, 1 was
already using a band filter matched to
the If with a corresponding bandwidth,
which was obtained through damping.
followed by a buffer stage leading into
a collector circuit. This creates a low
feedback 75n output, so that I Can
work with cables of any length.

The LC band filter referred to is
outs tandingly sui ted to the 111 

corporation of one or two crystal stops
for the absorption of unwanted fre
quencies in the intermediate frequency
range,

The circuit described below can also be
used with other conven ers. e.g . to
SUPPTl~SS signals from puhlie or private
mobile radios or Euro-beeps (Pagers").

It is well known that crystals have a
series resonance and a parallel reso
nance. Notch filters usc the series
resonance, at which the crystal has a
very low loss resistance. within a range
(If between 10 and 1(X)12. depend ing on
quality and frequency. '111c holder ca
pacitance of app. 6pt-: is wired in
parallel to this.

H we now add one crystal into the
resonant circuit at the mixer output of
the band filter described (Hg.6 ) in eac h
case, then the holder capacitance in
creases from 6pF to the resonant circuit
section capacitance. The resonant cir
cuit capacitor requ ired must be reduced
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Fi~.7: Transmission Curve with one
Crystal

Fig.8: Filler"A" with two Crystals
of the same Frequency

by this value. The resonant circuit
present would thus he in resonance as
before. up to the series resonance range
of the crysta l introduced.

}Icrc a tremendous drop takes place in
the transmission curve, which becomes
visible on ly with good spectra, using
slow sweep speeds and with low in
terference dispersion!

As is well known, voltages behave like
resistances. Here the dampened ci rcu it
resis tance of the band filter lies in the
Hl range (app. 21Cn), and the series
resistance of the crystal at app . 200..

111is gives us the followi ng damping at
the notch point:

a 20 log (Z hand filter I Rs Crystal)
:= 20 log (2kS! f20il)

A reduction of 40dB is thus hrought
about at the notch point (Fig .?) .

If the crystal in the second circuit
works on the same frequency, then a
notch depth of 80dB can be obtained
(Pig .S). This high damping level can be
obtained because of the looser coupling

of the crystal, as against filter "B". The
notch obtained is very narrow III this
fonn . However, with large ja mming
transmit ter modu lation , the side bands
arc outside the notch frequency and the
interference is agai n present.

The notch point has therefore bee n
fonn ed like a super-critically coupled
band filter (fig.9). True, this reduces
the notch depth , and the filter becomes

Fi~,9: Wide Transmission Curve, as
for a Super-Critically Coupled
Band Filter
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wider, hut more effective for the ca se in
point. and tile interference is largely
suppressed.

Two cry ..tals with the same frequency
were used for the experiments. with the
band filler form be ing crea ted by
pulling one crysta l downwards and the
other upwards. W hen the crystals were
purchased. specimens wit h a symmetri
ca l offset to the average frequency had
to be ordered (app. ± 3 kfl z). BUI there is another solut ion:

One unpleasant secondary effect which
can not be overloo ked is the appearanc e
o f spurious crystal reson ances in a
range between + 10 lI b: and 150 kHz.
based 011 the rated resonance frequency.
When ord ering, you should bear in
mind that these are damped by more
than 2Od B. as against the main reso
nance (this value depe nds 0 11 the
manufacturer ). At the se spuriou s rcso
nances. notch poin ts also arise. the
dept hs of which depend simp ly 011 the
distance from the main resonance
(Hg,9),

3.2. Filler " W'

Piller "H" is provided for rctro rint ng
into existing designs of receiver - on
condition, of course, that there is a 500:

A notch filte r has litt le effect with a
75U line impedance:

a = 20 lOR (Circ uit 7. / Crys ta l Rs)
'" 20 log (75U I 20U) '" II Ad U

'Ib is gives a va lue of app. lldft. i.c.
hard ly any reduct ion. So a lrigher
source impe dance has to he selec ted for
the entire transmission range. Fre
quency response and phase error should
he avoided as far as possible. even if
the latter can scarcely be measured
using amateur equipment.

The compo nents industry (Mn .) call
orrcr high-frequency min t-transfor mers
lor wide frequency ranges. which can
be used right up into the VIJP rnn~e. A
type with a Z ITI2. value of 16 was
selec ted for the application in question.
This increases the impedance from 75

-~---
AU5!1 75 Ohm

I--

Z = 1;16Z= 1:16 (0 = 1:4)

- ~, ,c, , U2 ,
T16-1

,
Q' Tt&l

,,
0 1 02 L1 ,O~"

,
06 "' 0 6
I I

~

I I A

'..
--J
75 Ohm

C 3

Fig. tO: Filter Circuit wilb Input-Ou tput Transfo rmers

OL B ZX
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Fig.! ! : Complete Transmission
Curve or Filter "8"

to 1.200n. So 3 usable damping path
(notch) can be obtained at the series
resonance frequency again in this way.
At the outp ut, a second transformer
brings about a transformation back to
750. TIle parallel circ uit formed by 7.c'

and Za' acts as a source resistance•
since these are actua lly applied jo intly
(Fig. 10).

For impedances of several hundred
Ohms, the unwanted holder capacit
ances of crystal s can no longer be
disregarded. Coil L1 is provided to
compensate for them, and must be
dimensioned in accordance with the
number of crysta ls.

Several notch points can be provided on
the high-ohmic side. Two crystals with
the same frequency, wired in parallel at
this point, increase the damping at the
notch point by only 6dB. A band filter
form can be obtained using staggered
frequencies . The resonant circuit
consisting of LI and the crystal holder
capacitance docs nol display any clear
resonance at the acting frequency
(Fig. I I ).

BF255 Bo. 2N5504 . 11V

fl b 2N5504

lOOnF

H

to Ul/U2
•

T10
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Fig.l!: aeuve Nolch Filler tor TV IF wllh Temperature Compeaseuon
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Fig's:13 & 14 A Source res istance which is too low causes the Circuit to
Oscillate

Many radio ama teurs arc not keen on
dimensioning siug le- Iaycr high-fr e
quency coi ls. It's very easy to do, using
a rough and ready formula (from
DKleE).

:.Ll Filter "e"
'111c notch fi lter described below has a
variable frequency, so that the notch
depth and notch width can be adjusted
within certai n limits.

If you 're using Vogt spools with a
diameter of 4.3rnm, you can dete rmine
the number of tums very easily by
means of the following formula:

n ::: ..,fL * 13,000

with a wire thickness of approximately
O.25nuIl, L in Henrie s, and a core which
is ha lf screwed in. Filter "B" can he
looped into the intermediate-frequency
path hy means of a high-frequency
relay, to a llow for operation with or
without a filter .

In the intermediate frequency the tran
smission damping. apart from the notch
points, lies at abou t 3dB and is thus
neg ligible. You should draw up a
residual frequency chart like Fig.l,
bearing in mind that notch points arc
not set on image, sound or colour
carriers.

Like all active high-frequency notch
filters, it is based on the principal
circuit of all oscillator. Such notch
filters arc described only for the in
termediate frequency range (460 kil,.)
ill the literature. After completing this
art icle, I chanced across a publica tion
OIl this subject in all old DL-QTC (2).
A Clapp osci llator, which is certainly
known to he very stable, is used as the
princ ipal circuit (Fig.12).

The observation that the coil Q of the
resonant circuit just before the oscil
lator is very high call lead to its heing
used as a notch filter. As with crystal
notc h fillers, in this case too the notch
is obta ined through absorption (conncc
tion to Z ::: 600m (C3). The stability of
the operating point is of grea t impor
tance in keeping the effect stable. The
resonant circuit values must likewise be
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. " J ;.

1

--,- -- 1
!

Fig.1S: Act ive Notch Fil ter " C" and
Crystal Notch " R" at
d ifferent frequencies

stable. Vary ing temperature coeffici ent s
for the partial capac itances of the
resonant circuit alter the feedback and
thus the stability.

An attempt was made, using a therma 
lly coupled Si diode or using a dual
FET as diode, to keep the IX: opera ting
point constant over a wider temperature

range.

The notch frequency is set by means of
a Varicap, roughly above the coil core.
The notch depth is set using the source
resistance, R1. The protective resistor,
Rl (app . 6.5kQ) restricts the balancing
range of R1. Using R2, balancing is
carried out with the best IX: voltage
stabili ty. with an open bridge at source
as per Ct. C2; the temperature stability
can be chec ked using a cold spray or a
hair -dryer.

If the source resistance is too low. the
circuit will oscillate (Figs. 13 and 14) .

4,
TH E TUNING PROCESS

Balancing the operating point is ve ry
important. A temperature-dependent
operating point is set using R2. and
alters the source resistance. I , in such a
way that the set-up does not oscillate,
and thus maximum notch depths arc
obtained. An alteration to Rl can now

p a n 2 0 M.J{z

Ce n t"rfn,q . 3(;, 'l KH

:;: - l 148C 0:8
S J 4 S7 d B

10 a e. f< f:F a dP
led " P ET O d B

10 \1 Mt'lG
I neez i 0 0 c 0 ' " -,
! " u , 0 """
- y-' --MAP ~

" ." ,, 2 13 4 "", Y j\/ \;

s

DL 8 ZX

CH l 5 1 1
( HZ 5

Fig.16: Examples of Notch Deptbs Attainable
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5.
LITERATURE

be used for fine balancing of the
max imum damping va lue.

If no suitable signal is available for
experiments. a signal generator or a
walkie- talk ie can be of further help. A
packe t radio signal is not suitable for
balancing purposes. as it usually con
sislS only of short pulses. An attempt
can now be made. hy displacing the
frequency and the notch depth. 10

suppress the unwanted signal.

Tuning with filler " A" provides for
maximum suppression of the fixed
source of radio noise . Filter "C" is
switched off here . fi nd only the TV
receiver VXO is tuned ,

'"<:";"""",,~~~~--------'~- \ .

As Fig.16 shows. enormous notch dep
ths can be obtained . There is a multi
tude of conceivable applications . 11ms.
for exa mple. crystal notch " /I." can be
used at a local relay frequency and the
variable notch can be set 10 another
source of radio noise . With filters " I\."
and "C" it has proved possible 10 tune
the PR source of radio noise out
completely. Of course. this needs fine
fingert ip contro l during balancing,

VHF COMMUNICATIONS 1/94

l-ine r "C" is then switched on. 'Ih e
potentiome ter is used to set the "notch
frequency" and the source resistance.
RI. to set an optimum reduction level
(Fig.15).

(1) VHF Conference Proceed ings,
Wcinhcim 1992. p. 79 ff.

(2) Dl. -QTC. no. II . 19<.4

now available » second edition

GPS THEORY AND PRACTICE
H.Hofman-Wcllenhof, HjJchtcneggcr & J .Collins

326 pages detailing all you need to know about how the satellite
Global Positioning System works. Using <;PS for precise

measurements. as well as attitude and navlgetton determination
is discussed in detail. Full mathematical analysis, data

reduction and coordinate computation are provided.

£39.95
Sfupplng: UK £2.00; Overseas £3.50; Airm ail £7.00

KM Publications, 5 Ware Orchard. Barby. Rugby. CV23 SUI'
Tel: 07118 890365 Fax: 07118 8911183
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Wolf gang Schneider, DJ 8 ES

A Hybrid Power Amplifier
for 144 MHz

The rollowin~ arlick d~ribt'S 8

mnd<'rn I)-pe of pnwu ampliliE'r
sultahle for t he 28 /144 MHz
treesverter described In ilo...ue 4/9.' of
VHF Com munica tions. The amp lifier
raist'S the transverter ' s oulp ut si~na l

10 20W a nd thus makes radio

operation pos.,ibk at 8 w mewhal
higher power level in tbe 2m ha nd.

Th e enti re amptiner ha!'i only a few
exte r nal structurat etemenIs.., wllb a
\filsub ishi hyb rid module rnrmln~ its
basi.... A tow-pass filter ta kes care of
Ihe harmonic fill ra tlo n required.

F ijZ.l :
Prot otype Ityhrl d
AmpUner with
He at Sin k
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DJ8ES 020
PA - 144
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Pin \2}
I

+12V

L. C. L.
_ _ rv"VV"t.._. II T-rv"'V"V"\ ~ ,

I " I=n p !lp,= C,9p = e:, u p :,
? p~I (llIW)

Fig.2: Cirelli! Diagram or the 144 Mill Hybrid Amplifier

W i

20 ~

1S ~

"' -/
I

v
---

· A

I,
f

....--- - 3--
z

DJ8 ES 0:>0
PA - 1<11 ~

F'iJt.3:
The Power Output is dir ectly
proportional to the Current
consumption

o , - 0
o \0 20 30 40 50 60 70 8 0 90 IOOmW

Fig.4:
The internal
structure or lhe
Hybrid Module
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1 ~I Up.•'
-n ~oo 17 0"H +j1 60 Fig.S:.--II-rv"V"'V"'\-n '-- The Peaked LowPass

1. 7 1. 7 Up _ Filter_ P _P . _
1-j150 1 ·j1 50 -j30 I "- - -

DJ8ES

I.
DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUIT

Fig.2 shows the relatively simple circuit
for the 144 MHz power amplifier. The
core of the circuit is a Mitsu bishi
M57727 hyb rid module ncn lbis
module operat es at a working voltage
of 12 Volts. W ith exactly 27dR
amplification . the transvcrtcr Si!\Dal is
raised to an output voltage of 20W. The
output power to input power ratio is
sho wn in Ftg .S: The curre nt
consumpt ion of the module is also
directly proportional to this ratio.

Such amplifier modules arc structured
usi ng thick film technology. The system
is spec ially laid out for the 144 - 148
MHz frequ ency range, a nd the
amplification level in question is
reached in two stages.

Fig.4 shows what such a module loo ks
like from the inside . The matching
circuits for the impe dance matching at
son for the input and output are clearly
visible here .

A downstream low-pass filter takes care
of the harm onic reduct ion required .
This is a peaked low-pass unit.

f O. J5lI GHz
om -O. OdB J54'

J: _ : ..•~. . . ~ ~ ~ J l

l
, _ " . " ."_ "I~ I ". d " .I'~d,\_"a_.-!!!,•.,.,_"_,,.,,_,,_,,

':"':" .,.

."_.."'..•._. , .~ ,, - ,- ,, . ,,- , - ,, - ""-,- ,- ,

PARTS COIll1ANOS
to <t t ~ curser
D~ I,Backspac~ , Ins
m-e I
~lt~d G

Ctrl-~ er-ase crct
Ctrl-r read file
Esc exit

lSI
dB

F ig.6: Screen Print-out of Filter Charac teristics using PUFF CAD program
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flo
(60 m W)

Fig.7: Hybrid Amplifier Com pon ent Layout

Amazing va lues arc obtain ed using only
two PI filters wired together. Fig.c
gives a graph ic representation of the
damping procedure of the fi lter as a
compute r simu lation .

2.
ASSEMBLY Il'iSTRUCTIONS

required for the board. In cont rast to
what is otherwise normal proced ure. the
board is not sprayed with solderablc
lacquer! Good earth connections arc
decisive for the satisfactory functioning
of the circ uit. The necessary through
contacts are provi ded by me ans of M3
screws, so that the assembly is screwed
to the heat sink at the same time.

111e 144 MIl7. hybrid amplifier is
assembled on a double-sided coated
epoxy printed circuit boa rd measu ring
54mm x 108mm. T he board can thus fit
into a standard tinplate ho us ing
(55.5mm x I l l mm x 3Omm) .

A hole of suit able dimensions is sawn
out for the hybrid module. Fastening
holes arc bored along the edge as per
Fig.7. No further preparatory work is

The BNC jacks are to be pos itioned at
suita ble points in the side wall of the
housing . The feed -throug h capaci tor for
the powe r supply is also posi tioned in
the side wall from outside and soldered
in . The components arc not actually
inserted until the board has been
soldered to the side surfaces of the
hous ing . The board shou ld no w fit
precisely against the side-pieces, so that
later it will lie flat on the cooling
surface.
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2.1. Component list

You will have to make the two coils
(Ll, L2) and the coupling capacitor,
CK, yourself, as they are special
components. The coi ls each consist of
8.5 turns of silvered copper wire with a
diameter of I mm.. The wire is wound
around a 6mm mandrel (e.g. a 6mm
auger shank) and finally soldered on
with a Imm base clearance.

TIle coupling capacitor, CK. is made
from a 1 em. long piece of coaxial
cable (RG174) . The length is derived
from the required capacit y of IpF. A
standard chip capacitor can not be used
here, due [0 the relatively high power
leve l. A. thin copper plate is soldered
between the two PI filters for screening
PlIfpOSCS . As ca n be seen from Fig.L it
is appropriately cui and inserted.

Finally . the compo nents arc inserted
in to the hyhrid module. It is screwed
directly 01110 the cooling surface using
two M4 screws. Of course , the
necessary beat cond ucting paste must
be applied first.

ICI
IC2

i.i, 1.2,CK
CI. C2

1 x

1 x

2x

1 x

M57727 (Mitsubishi )
TA78L09F
voltage regulator (SMD)
see text
9 pF Trimmer with
soldering lug
VK200UKW
broad-band choke
Iof feed-through
capacitor, solderable
RNC flanged bush
(UG-290 AN)
Tinplate housing
55.5 x III x 30 mm

All other components in SMD format:

I x IIlF120 V tantalum
I x IOIlF/20 V tantal um
2 x 27pF, ATC chip
3 x InF, ceramic capacitor

3.
PUTTING INTO OPERATION

A power meter and a multimeter arc
required for putting the equipment into
operation and for the subsequent
calibration.

The ambient current drawn by the unit
is of the order of 400mA. which rises to
around 2.5A under full drive with an
input power of 60mW. This gives an
output powcr of the order of 18W.

Only the low-pass filter (C1, (2)
requires tuning in the hybrid amplifier.
The trimmers are norma lly screwed
about half way in when the unit is
correctly tuned.

In order not to endanger the module,
carry out this tuning procedure with
only a low drive power level (max.
JOmW). There can thus be no damage,
even if the hybrid module is briefly
mismatched.

4,
CONCLUDING REMARKS

The high-level stage described here has
been operating with the transverter for
some time and is extremely
satisfactory.The author also uses
amplifier stages for 70cm and 23cm
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mats. As you can see, these modu les
make a simple construction possible,
using only a few external components.
This gives you va lues which correspond
to those from commercial products.

Finally. I would just like to express my
sincere thanks to all OM, Wil helm
Schunngs (DK4TJ), for his energetic
support in carrying out the ca lculations
for the low-pass filter and in
constructing it.

5.
LITERATURE

(1) Wolfgang Schneider, OJ 8 ES:
28/144 MI-b, Transverter
VHF Communica tions, 4(93

(2) Harald Braubach, DL 1 GBH:
Measuring Aids and a Harmon ic
Filter for the VMOS Transistor
IOOW Power Amp lifier for 2m
VHf Communicat ions, 4/83

(3) Mits uhishi: Data Sheet M57727
Mitsubishi RF Power Modules

TheVHf Communications
Disc tJf the Quarter

RFD.exe
This program was a runner-up in the second RF

Design Awards PC Software Contest. The menu 
driven collection of small programs covers a wide
range of RF design problems, from filter design to

bipolar transistor biasing.

Supplied on a 1.44 M 3.25" disc with a copy of the
original RF Design article

£10.00 including shipping

KM Publications, 5 Ware Orchard, Barby, Nr.Rugby,
CV23 8UF. Tel: 0788 890365; Fax: 0788 891883
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Pseudomorphi c IIEMT GaAs FET amplifier

Ca mt ech 's LVA 1001 masthead amplifier
uses the very latest Pseudomorphic "E'IP
tec hnology to give an outstanding
perfunnanee. The design incorporate s 1I11

ultra low noise ( O.17dB noise figure )
PHEI\IT GaAs n:T followed by a
rnicrostrip bandpass filter llud I\1I\1IC
amplifier. The amplifier is also designed tn
mee t envir onmenta l protection to IP 65 in
accordance with DIN40050.

Thr ee lJIO\ltls are ava ila ble.

SPECI FICATION
f requency

G ai ll
Composite noise figure
Supply voltag(,
Connection<
SizeH xW .L

1190 . 9:;0 MHz ( Am erican Am ateur market)
1240 - 1320 :\-I H/_( Europe an Amaleur market)
1:;00 • l liOO .'1Hz ( Inmarsat and GPS ) It
241111 ,,"ominal

O.7d lJ
12V DC (ii1 50mA •
50 Oh~l 'N' ."emale ,ockct ,.
37. 511. (,5 mm hcl"dinl: connec to,.,.

• DC IlOwer reed >' i~ eun ial cable , ulher <urrl~' >'olla!!:c< l<> or der ( 6VDC Min. )
Pric e £ 1 1 0.~0 + J.1l1l po'l~g e aod VAT :~', 1 7. ~ %. (1I I om~r:sal / (; P'S P.O.A . )
ACCESSJV/SAJEUROCA R/)/MAS TFHCA RI) far ililics a>aila blc.
Mail or pho" e 10 CAMTECII EI .FCTRONTCS. 21 (;OLDI:<iGS CLOSE, II~V f:R l ll l.I . ,

Su n O LK, ( B9 OEQ E·NGLA~D. Tel I t\ T+4~ (U)440 62779, Fax INT+4 4 (0)440714147.

KM Publicntions - Soflwnre list

'purr' with Handbook (Caltcch) £ 18.50
MotorolajSM6MO M-W6 PUFF supplement £ 11.00
Siemens Scparamctcrs £ 9.50
Pbilips Scparame tcrs £ 14.50
HI' AppCADfrfP £ 16.50
Post & packing an above £1.50 fo r UK, £3JXl for Overseas , £7.50 for Airm ail

CA E No.1collection (VHF Corum 1193, pp 5H-(0) f 70 .00
CAE No.2 collect ion (VHF Com m un ,pp 58-(0) £ 70 .00
POSl& packing on above £5.00 for UK, £7.50 for Overseas , £10.00 for Airmail

lUIpq.UI:6T/fJ'S, S.,IIEfJIICIIII»,UII." 'r.IIU"" C'28.UF,
Phone: 0788890365 Fax: 0788 891883
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EASY-PC PCB and Circuit Diagram CAD

/ Only
£98.00!

.'..'. '[ -

. - :~-
_ ~C ":'l

0_ O' • • p V _ • •

,-~!~~~

EAS Y-PC

Forget using tapes and light bo x! c rea te your
Circui t Boards using CAD· like the pro fessionals .

~
~' E o RUlls Oil PCIXT/AT e lC.

~
wilh He rcu ln . CGA,

~ ~
EGA o r VGA d iSpl.y

" ~~"~ld ,"O m,""~"~e m u i;Jtion s .

~~'I .. il ,,1\10 ~~ . ~::'7,".~~~~::~·

", @~.~,,~'6~'1 .."",,""""",.,..boa.d s ,nc lud 'nQ
Surf.lce Moun l .

• 0 ~ SI.lm1lrd output
~ intludoe. 0 01 Ml.1". f
' ..... :.,. '" "" ... L.se, f I..kje l P,,"'e . ,
• a b "'D :a.~ Pen Plo h e . ,
,~ ...., a, ~l:'lj Phal01>lotl e . a nd N.C.

"" ..~ ~'\:!!)11 0 ~:~~mel y p~rful. Tech nical support'!}\.V~ t Ve ry Id sy 10 u ~e. IS free, fo r life' - """'''y
_."=,~:-::=,,.o~"~er 18,000 Installations in 80 C~~lt ri es Worldwide,,'::-::=::-::-~

Options :-SOO piece Surface Mount 'Symbol Cibrary £48,
1000 piece Sym bol Library £38, Gerber Import faci lity £98.

DIGITA L
SIMULATION from £98

ANALOGU e
S IMU LA TIO N from £98

SMITH CHA RT CAD
f rom £195

r-=_.~-- ."?"_ - .... _ .~~_~~r__..... ~~ _· ", ·

~.-•._.._-_._-
to,,.. •

._,. ..... .s :....:. •-,

,
. _~ \ ', ., ... ~7 :. _ ---::--- -- .---;-._.

• At lasll A lul l lu tu. ed O.g ,I.l1
Clf':',," Simulalor lor Ifu ' .....n
£1 0001

o PULSAR allow. you 10 lesl
yOU"de .,g ..s ... . haUl I ~ f nn d
lo r IIpe ..sr--e lnl fq" iprne nl .

• Ca tc h lIblches dcwn 10 .. poco
s ec ond pe r WHU

• It' cl" de . 4000 Serif S CMOS
a" d 74LS lib' il'ieS. H HCIHCT
hbf.li ... o llly U 8.lltI elch.

o MUn!; o n PCIXTIATI186/ 38 6/486
with EGA o r VGA.

o NEW powe rf,,1ANALYS ER ttl
tI.Is 1"t1 .....ph ,c. 1OU!pUI .

o H. nd les R's ,l' s ,C-I , B,po \;lo'
T, . n l isl on , FEr l . OP --.l m p' S,
T.lp pe d .In" Unl.ppe"
T' .I" l fOfmefl• • "d M,cr o " rip
.Ind Co-.a. ,..1T•• n"""" si ",, L,nes .

• Plo is In put I O utput lmpea.. ..ce.
Ga ,.., Ph..e & G roup Ooo l.y .

o Covers 0.01l1 Hz I" >10GHz
o For PCIXTIATI28613UIU 6 with

EGA o r VGA,
o Ve ry fa . t c l>mpula l,,, n .

o Z·MA r CH • S,mptillf l RF
malc hrng .lnd in cl ud es m."y
mor" lealu~s " "" n Ihe I la n(la . d
S mll h C hart-

o H. ..<lIes lr. n s rtl" • •on ~ n .

l r1ns lo rme n , Slu bS , d lS" e te
l;o m ponll nls, S Pa. a me le.s e1c .

o Su p ptoed with many W(I. ~ed

e ..m ples .
o S upe rb ly e n y 10 "" fn . " d use .
o Run s en 16 M PCIXTIATI3S6IU 6,

CGA,EGA,VGA.
o Idea l for Edu c.lli o" I nd Ind usl ry

Fo , lu ll inform.l ,o n, Wrile , P hDtwt Dr F...:. 0 Tec h nic . 1S upport Iree lor hl,,1
o Prog •• ms No l C" p y P. oIecled

Number One Systems Ltd. o Spec ia l P. ices10 . Ed unhOn

Ref: VHF, HAROING WAY, ST .IVES , tTUNTlNGDON, CAMBS, ENG LAND, PE11 4WR.
Te lep hOfMl : 0480 " 1178 (7 ~nes l F..: OU O 494042
Inlfrn .l1Ot1l.I: 044 -U0-46111 8, Fu :o.... -480-4940U ACCES S , AMEX, MASTERCARO, VISA WI I.:.omf
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PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS· KITS· COMPONENTS
for projects featured in VHF Communications

OB6NT

PCB
Kit

Measuring Aids (or UHF Amateurs

Dn6~'T 001 RT· Duroid.O .5mm
DA6NT 001 PCB. components. housing

and SMA jacks

Special components sold individually:

Art ~o. Ed.4/I99.l

06379 DM 36.00

06382 DM 125.00

nn6NT Frequency Divider

PCB DB6NT 002 RT· J)uroid. O.511l1ll
Kit DB6NT (X12 PC B, components, housing

and SMA jack s

Special components sold individually:

INA -03 184
INA· IOJ68
VA 781.12
BA 595
Housing
SMA-Pr-Hu

Ie amplifi er
Ie amp lifier
Voltage contro ller
SMD Diode
74 x 37 x 30
SMA PCB jacks

10106 llM 21.00
10107 llM 22.00
10109 llM 1.80
10113 llM 3.50
094Q5 DM 3.80
00149 OM 13.00

Art No. Ed.4/1993

0638 1 OM 36.00

06383 OM 208,00

INA-03184 Ie amplifier 10106 OM 21.00
SP 89103 Plessey tc 10108 OM l B .OO
VA 7810 IOV voltage regulator 101 10 IlM 2.00
78L05 5V S!\1D voltage regulator 10111 0 '-1 I.RO
BA 595 S\ofD Diode 10113 OM 350
Housing 74x.37x 30 09495 OM 3.KO
SMA-Pr-Bu SMA PCB jacks 00449 llM 13.00

D,I8ES 28/144 MHz Transvertcr Art No. ED. 4/199J

PCB DJRES 019 Epoxy , double-sided 06384 OM 36.00
Kil DJSES 019 PCB, housing , nNe jacks,

semiconductors and
SMD co mponents 06385 DM 229.00

Note: minimum order value OM 35.00

To obta in supplies of the above or any PCB's, kits. components, etc., previously
adve rtised in VHF Communications. please contact KM Publications for Ste rling
prices. etc .. at the address shown on the inside front cover of this magazine .
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Publications:

UHF Compendium Pts.1 & 2; KL.Weiner DJ9HO

UHF Compendium Pts.3 & 4; KL.Weiner DJ9110

Post & packing: UK +£2.50; Overseas +£5.00; Airmail +£10.00

An Introduction to Amateur Television; Mike Wooding G6JQM

Slow Scan Television Explained; Mike Wooding G6IQM

The ATV Compendium; Mike Wooding G61QM

TV Secrets Volume I; A1VQ MogazifU'

TV Secrets Volume II; A1YQ Magazine

A Guide to 23cm Television; Sevemside TV Group

Just a Few Lines (a history of the birth ofthe BEC)

Post & packing per book: UK +1:0.80; Overseas +£1.25; Ainnail +£2.75

VHF Communications:

1994 Subscription, Volume 26

by credit card

1993 Volume 25

by credit card

1993 per single issue

by credit card

1980to 1992 per full volume (4 issues)

by credit card

Any single issue before 1993

by credit card

Post & packing per issue: UK +£0.30; Overseas +£0.50; Airmail +£1.25

Post & packing per volume: UK +£0.80; Overseas +£1.50; Airmail +£4.00

Binders to hold 3 Volumes

by credit card

Post & packing per binder: UK +£0.75; Overseas +£1.25; Ainnail +£3.00

£27.50
£27.50

£5.00
£ 5.00
£ 3.50
£ 7.50

£17.95
£3.50

£5.00

£15.00

£15. 75
£13.50

£14.20

r 3.75
£4.00
£0.00

£ 13.60

r 3.50

£ 3.70

£5.50
£5.80

KM Publications, 5Ware Orchard, Barby, Nr.Rugby, C\12) auf

Tel: 0788 890365;.
Fax: 0788 891883;

Int: +44 788 890 365

Int: +44 788 891 883



£180.00 +£5.00 UK or +£10.00 Overseas Shipping

£85.00 +£2.00 UK or +£3.50 Overseas shipping

Pasokon TV - the PC based SSTV system

Robot B&W: 8. 12. 24, 36 sec
Martin : Ml. M2. MJ, M4
Wrasse SCot : 24, 48,96 sec

@ Interface fits inside computer - no external hardware or power supply needed
@ Graphical User Interface with Mouse support
@ On-screen luning indicator - colour pictures real-time during receive
@ Full-screen images on standa rd VGA with 32Oxl00 256 colo ur mode
@ Read and write popular file format s GIF, Pc'X, TGA. etc.

KM Publications, 5Ware Orchard, Barby, Nr.Rugby, em 8Uf, UK
Tel: 0188 890365 faK: 0188 891883

Int Tel: +44 188 890 365 Int faK: +44 188 891 883

SSTV explorer
the recci~e-only cerston of Pasokon

@ Send and Receive all popu lar modes:
Robot Colour: 12, 24. 36, 72 sec
AVT: 24. 90, 94. 188 sec
Scott ie: S t. 82, S3, S4

The receive-only version of Paso kon. No internal card, requires a spare serial
port. The interface is housed in a 25-Way Dcconncct cr and a 9-25 way
"gender-bender' is supp lied as wel l, in case your serial port has a 9-way

connector. Powered from the seria l port . Specifications as for Pasckon excepting
no 1\VT mode

Pasokon TV is a fully-featured, low- cost alt ernativ e to conventional single -mode
Slow Scan Television transmit and receive converters. The whole system is on a

single card which slots into your Pc.
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